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1. ltztroductiotl 

There is, according .to Stuatt Brown, a shift in Leibinz•s position con
cerning the exi~tence of material (corporeaD substances from the Discourse 
on Metapbysics to the last part of the correspondence wíth Arnauld. At the 
stage of the Discourse, partly motivated by what Brown calls bis tendency 
"to regard established opinion as presumptively true, "1 Leibniz is said to up
hold the view that there are corporeal substances. This position, then cur
rent in what Brown describes as the acceptable ppilosophical tradition for 
Leibniz (Scholasticism), must be surrendered as the result of a tension be
tween two different conceptions of substantial unity which according to 
Brown underlie teibniz's efforts at clarifying the meaning of substantiaJity. 
Leibniz's mature position -which Brown believes is already present at the 
end of the correspondence with Arnauld- is that there are no corporal · 
substances: 

For whereas the author of the Discourse attempted to explain how there 
could be material substances, Leibniz later carne to believe that, strictly 
speaking at least, there were no such substances.2 

Brown refers to Leibniz's letter of 1690, the last to Amauld, as evidence of 
this change, which represents, in his view, "a sig'nificant modification of 

1 Stúart Brown, Leibniz (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984), p. 140 .. 
The abbreviations which appear in sorne of lhe passages 1 quote from Brown refer to the 
following editions of Leibniz's writings: F de C = Nouvelles Leltres et Opu.scules lnédfts, 
edited by Foucher de Careil (Paris 1857)¡ G = Die pbílosophlscf?en Schrlflen, edlted by 
C.I. Gerhardt (Berlin 1875~90); C = Opuscu/es et Fragments inédíts, ed. by Couturat (Paris 
1903); BW = Baslc Wf'ilíngs (LaSaUe: Open Court, 1902); PW = Philosopbícal Wrltings, 
transl. by Mary Morris and G.H.R. Parldnson (London 1973). 

2 Ibid., p. 139. 
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Leibniz's system. "3 In it, Brown suggests, "Leibniz roundly declares: 'a body 
is an aggregation, and is nota substance properly speaking'."4 

The metaphysical status of bodies in Leibniz~s philosophy seems to me 
one of its most interesting aspects, with enormous implications for his 
physics, metaphysics and epistemology. It is my view that Leibniz's mature 
philosophy includes the claim that there are material or corporeal sub
stances. Nevertheless, this issue represents ·what 1 consider a great challenge 
for Leibniz's thought and it underwent a process of maturation and change 
where his early views were, indeed, surpassed, and different emphases kept 
appearing in his efforts to make clear his definitive position. 1 believe how
ever, that the Discourse contains his definitive view, one that distinguishes 
between bodies, corporeal substances, and immaterial substanc.es. Leibniz's 
metaphysics from the Discourse onwards, at Ieast, includes these types of 
"entities,, and they play a crucial· role in his philosophy. 

The purpose of this paper is to offer, in opposition to Brown, my inter
pretation of the meaning of corporeal substances in the Discourse ahd the 
GOrrespondente. Since Brown presents his. views as centered around the 
contents of -these two works and sjnce I believe that Leibniz's mature pos1-
tion is basically found in them, 1 will be satisfied here wfth their examination. 
In what follows 1 will first elaborate on Stuart Br.own's position and, after
wards, will present my own interpretation. 

2. Brown,s Interpretatlon 

According to Brown the Discourse contains a fusion, which he suggests 
may be a "confusion/' of two different traditional approaches to the concept 
of substantial unity. One is the view, which originates in Plato, of a substance 
as that which is incorporeal, and thus indivisible, a being that has therefore 
true unity. The other is the Aristotelian conception of substances as organic
unities, where substantial forms, conceived as souls or soul-:like beings, are 
metaphysically complementary to matter in bringing about a living sub
stance. 

For Brown, th~se two conceptions of substantial unity are used by Leib
niz in order to address two problems which or~ginate from the mecb~nistie 
account of corporeal substances of modero philosophy. Brown calls them 
the Aristotelian and the Platonic problems, and is referring to them when he 
says: 

3 Ibid, p. 139. 
4 Ibid, p. 151. 
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The two problems come together as problems posed by the mechanical 
philosophy for belief in corporeal substances. For, if bodies are mere ma
chines, then their unity consists in nothing more than their parts being 
interrelated with one another to a much greater extent than they are in
terrelated with other bodies.5 

Brown explains that the above conception of unity cannot satisfy Leibniz 
with regard to living substances. Moreover, he says that it is incapable of 
meeting the condition of unity which Leibniz stipulates for individual sub
stances in g~neral. For Leibniz "a substance", Brown tells us, "must be a gen
uine unity and not a merely accidental one. It must, in the Scholastic jargon, 
be an unum per se and not an unum per accidens, as a collection of things. "6 

These two problems move Leibniz, in Brown's interpretatlon, towards the· 
Aristotelian and the Platonic conceptions of substantial unity. The former is 
used to address the problem of organic unity, while the latter serves to deal 
with the problem of infinite divisibility in extended substances. The issues 
are not clearly sorted out by Leibniz, according to Brown, and hence we can 
detect a tension between one and the other conception in the Discourse 
and the correspondence. This tension moves Leibniz's thought in the direc
tion of making preeminent the Platonic view while abandoning what was ini
tially dominant, the Aristotelian conception of substance. This is the shift 
whereby corporeal substances are lost. 

Brown believes that in the Discourse the Aristotelian con~eption, vía the 
influence of the Scholastic tradition, prevails, and represents the established 
view which Leibniz treats as presumably true and defends. This position is 
said to be persuasive because it enables Leibniz, against the Canesians, to 
"accommodate the fact that living th.ings generally are regarded as having an 
essential unity which cannot be explained on the assumption that the 
essence of corporeal substances consists of extension alone. "7 At this stage, 
Brown explains, Leibniz's view is not dualistic, it is a view where neither souls 
nor bodies by themselves are substances: 

The view which Leibniz sought to defend in the Dtscourse was that the 
sort of things we should think of as substances were people, anirnals and, 
perhaps, plants as well.B 

And: 

5 Ibíd., p. 138. 

6 Ibid., p. 100. 
7 Ibid., p. 138. 
8 Ibid., p. 142. 
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This is in a way a theory about the relations of souls and bodies. But it ·is 
a monistic theory. Souls are nót substances as such. Nor are bodies. What 
makes-a body a sübstance is its. being 'endo~ed with' a sub~antial form.9. 

Substantial fórms play an essential role in this account, and, according to 
Brown, Leibniz was interested in defending their metaphysical importance, 
at least up to the Discour'se, for one qther reason beyond explaining organic 
unity along scholastic lines: Leibniz wanted to find c()mmon grounds of in
teresl$ between Protestants and Catholics, and b~lieved that the Ghristian 
ritual of the Euchadst -.required substantial forms. to be explained and was <;me 
point over which Christi~n f~ctions could agree. 

Now, in spite of ·t.he .strength of :the fadors ·which incline Leibniz in favor 
of the AristoteÍian conception of substantial unity, we find, according te> 
Brown, a .turn,_ .in Leibniz, away from tllis position. Brown writes: 

Leibniz's attempt. to address the 'Aristotelian' problem and the 'Piatonic: 
problem (of substantial unity) simultaneously did not work and, although 
he continued to give sorne thought to the 'Aristotelian' ·problem; he evi
dently :found the 'Piatonic• problem both more urgent and more. tractable. 
The view, su.ppressed in the Dtscourse, that perhaps in metaphysical 
strictness there are no corporeal substances as such became, by 1690, ·his 
acknowledged .opinion. But his thoughts about the composition of the 
continuum were taking him even further in the direction of making bis 
ultimare entities not merely non·material but non-spatial also.10 

Leibniz's concern with organic unities gradually became secondary to· 
physical considerations for whicb, Brown contends, substantial forms were 
not relev~nt. The Aristotelian schema for solving the problem of substantial 
unity gave way to the Platonic cónception under the influence of questions of 
mechanics and dynamics. For .Brown, though_ both the Aristotelian and Pfa
tonic problems. subsist through the correspondence with Amauld, one must. 
conclude. that: 

Leibniz seems to have given the second problem (unity of matter) a prior
ity over the flrst (unity of living thiqgs}-partly perhaps beca\}se he be
carne mqre interested in questions of mechanics and what he called 
'dY,namics' than in biology.u 

Th~ change that left out substantial forms· resulted, ultimately, according 
to Brown, from the inadequacy of th.e AristoteJ.ian schema befare the general 
problem of _$ubstahtial unity. The trend that Leibniz'_s thought follows with 
regard to corporeal substance, as interpreted by Brown, is the outcome of 

9 Ibid, p . 142. 
JO Ibid, p. 145; 
11 Ibid, P~ 144. 
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the strength of Leibniz'~ basic criterion of .sub$tantiality, unity, which was 
~ot adéquately met, after all, by the Aristotelian conception. Motivated by 
the problem of infinite divisibllity of extended. entities I;eibniz is led towardS 
the recognition that bis initial position is· not tenable. lt cannot solve that . .. 
problem which needs also to be addressed in the case of the bodies of living 
organisms. Whatever individual substances there may be; inariimate. or ani
~te, must fully. satisfy all the conditions of substantiality, and preenúnentiy 
that of true tinity. If there are corporeal súbstances, liying or not, these ~ust 
somehow be shown to be an unum per se and not merely an unum.per acci
dens. Brown explains: 

The tiansitiori in piS (Leibniz's) view of material substances' corresponds 
to other changes and can be seen.largely asan attempt to make bis theory 
of what true substances are ful~y consistent with the implications of bis 
requirements of substantiality.12 

This effqrt towards c;on5jstency involved. a cos~, accordjng to Brow.p: "The 
cosr of doing so was to reduc.e material substances· to the status of well.:. 
founded . phenomena. "13 

Por Brown the change whereby what was before considered a ~bstance 
became a "well-founded phenomenon" is clearly Hlustrated by a change in .a 
comparison between rainbows and bodies or matter which Leibniz 
customarily üsed to present his views. While in the Dtscourse~ bodies .(being 
$.Ubstantial) were distinguished from rainbows, ihsofar as the látter were 
uphenomena," Leibniz, Brown tells us, la ter considered bodies and matte·r 
merely aggregates, .and "they became like rainbows instead of beihg con
traste4 to th·em. "14 The change .in meaning of the comparison marks for 
Brown the tum away from the initial acceptance of corporeal stibstance~: 

The comparison with the rainbow is significant in another way~ For it 
·marks the extent to which Leibniz retreated from bis assumptions about 
matter in the Dlscourse and for a few years later. At that time he pre
sented rainbows as mere ph~nomena from wbich bodie:s must sharply be 
distinguished if they are to be regarded as substances (see, for instance, 
PW .135, G i 158). It seems .as if he then believed that corporeal substances 
éould meet the condl~ions of substantiality. Whereas a rainbow had only 
an apparent unity, 'the reality of a corporeal substance consists in a cer
tain mdividual na~r~; that is, not in mass but in power ·of actihg and be
ing acted on' (pw·st,, G vil 314). Not only could material body have unity, 
identity and agency. It co~ld also ·enjoy relative autonomy: ~ éorporeal 

12 Ibid, p. 143. 
13 Ibid., p. 143. 
14 Ibld, p. 143. 
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substance can m.ttber arlse nor pertsb except by creation or anntht/atton' 
(PW 92, C 523).15, 

Leibniz's turn towards consistency, we have seen, eventually led, accord
ing to Brown, to the recognition th~t the conception of organic substan~e is 
la den with problems, resulting from spatiality, it cannot surmount. The basic 
problem, Brown believes, is .that positiilg the ·existence of living corporeal 
substances always involves asserting that they are spatial, and this makes the 
problem of infinite divisibility unavoidable. This is the point of the passage 
below: 

The belief that there. are material .substances has the consequence_ ~h~t 
substances can be spatial. But, if this is so, there arises the old problem . . 

concerning the composition of the continuum. For whatever is spatially 
extended seems to be infinitely divisible and the •pJatortic' requirement 
for something being a real being-namely, that it be a true unity (unum 
per se)-is not m~t. If that requirement is not met, then there is nothing 
sl.ibstantial in the visible world. f6 - . 

The problem, .. thus posed by Brown~ indeed, suggests that spatiality is to
tal! y incompatible with unity, and leads in the direction of concluding that 
the only way out is .to discard corporeal substances. altogether. lt' is not sur
prising, therefore, that Leibnlz's attempt at answering the question 'How can 
there be corporeal substances whkh satisfy the conditions of substantiality?' 
in the Discourse, is said to fail. Nor is it surpdsing that the outcome of such 
failure is claimed to 'be the abandonment of corporeal substances. lndeed, 
we fmd .that, Brown. will not consider Leibniz's reiterated emphasis u pon tbe 
value of the Aristotelian conception of. substance for the solution of the 
problem of spatial divisibility convincing, and ·wm not even interpret this 
conception of sub~tantial unicy as really addressing that problem. The main 
thrust of Leibniz's efforts to make infmite divisibility compatible with ·unity 
is rather found in :Leibniz's position with r~gard to the existence of an infi
nite number of actual parts in corporeal substances. Brown therefore sug
gests: 

Leibniz sought to 'meet this. problem (infinite divisibllity) QY saying that 
'there is no portian of matter which is not actually subdivided; so the 
parts of any body are a<:tually infinite' (PW ·98, e 19). Hence 'there is no 
portian of matter so small that there does not exist in it a world of crea
tures, irifini~e in nurriber' (PW :iO, ·F de e 180). 

That answer, however, gives rise to two qui~e· different problems. In the 
f.ltSt place it does not help with the 'Aristotelian' problem about how liv-

lS lbid., p. 141. 
16 Ibid, p. 144. 
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ing things like man, animals and plants are substances. Por on_ this account 
living tbings will themselves contain 'a world of creatur~, infinite in 
number' and its is not clear how the macroscopic things will have a sub
stantJal unity. In the second place, even if there is a world of true sub
stances to _be found in every partide of matter, this is wst as true of rain
bows and the non..:Jiving world as of organisms.l7 

Brown ·presents as the flrst problem of the unsatisfactory answer above its 
inability to explain the unity of the organic entity (macroscopic thi11g) com
pose4 of an infinite, number of parts. What he -means with regard to the sec
ond problem ·is not so clear to me, though the emphasis seems to be that 
we are basically Jeft_ with an account of tWngs as well-fotinded phenomena. 
Both ·problems, however, are supposed to show that Leipruz:s. attempted 
solution falls. 

-lt is dear that Brown does not aq;ept the Leibnizian· claim in the Dls
course that substantlal forms serve to substantlate bodies insofar as they 
make unitary the composite being that results from the metaphysical 
"confluence"-for Iack of a better expression-of ·matter and form in a cor
poreal $Ubstanc~. An infmite number of parts still subsisting in the so-called 
·'
4unitary" composite ~ntity l~ves open for Brown-both with regard t~· or"' 
ganic-and material unities- the-question: How can such an entity b~ unitary if 
that which is infinitely divisible is not? As Arnauld and several oth~rs~ Brown 
believes .that t)Ie substantlal forms ·do not achieve their purported end in 
solving the question of the unit}' of what, being material, is lnflnitely divisible. 
The attempted solution, for Brown~ is a very defective one, and such that 
Leibniz himself will find it tinsatisfactory. The outcome of this· situation is 
that, after hesitation and various views, Leibniz take~ ua phenomenalistic .di
rection,"18 in his a~counts of matter, space. and time. Thes~, Brown explai!lS,_ 
will be progressively accounted for "in terms ·of the perceptions of mon
adS."19 Accordingly, Br9wn says; 

Material substances are reduced to we)l-founded p~enomena ~ are also 
space and time. The tepdency is ·brought out sucdnctly in bis [Leibniz's1 
review of Berkeley's Prlnctples quoted earlie.r: Many things that are 
here seem ríght to me. But th~y are expressed rather paradoxically. For 
there is no need to say that matter is nothing. It is sufficient to say that it 
is a phenomenon like a rainbow. Nor need we say that it is substantlal: 
rather that ~t is th~ result of substances. Nor need we· say that space is 
more real tban tiine: 1t is sufficient to say that spa·c~ i.S nothing but the 

17 Ibid, p. 144. 
l8 Jbid:, p.147. 
19 Ibid., p. 147. 
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order of coexisting things and time the. order of successive things. The 
true substances are monads or things that perceive~20 

Brown reads the above remarks· on Berkeley as ~ clear indiéation of 
Leibniz's rejection of corporeal substances. He had referred ·in previous 
paragraphs to this same passage as indicative of Leibniz's defirute view, as 
follows: "Leib.t:úz's later view is brought out well in. the way he contrasts his 
position to that of Berk~ley. Jt

21 His point is that we. are being told h~re 
clearly that matter is a phenomenon, llke the rainbow. No longer is matter as 
~orporeal substance contrasted to rainbows as phenomenal. Only monads, 
i.e. subjects· of perception, are .substances. 

Phenomenalism for Brown is Leibniz's answer to the problerris involv~d 
in spatiality: infirtite divisibility and the impossibility of motion which Zeno 
had discovered as· evidence for Parmenides' views~ Leibniz's solution is con-. . .. -
ceiving matter and b.odies to be "well-founded phenomena," while aban-
doning the defense of corpore~ll substances. A well-founded phenomenon, 
however, Brown explains, is not for, Leibniz a ''m~re" phenom~non ~s 

something entirely. subjective. Rather, like the rainbow, it .has substances un
derlying it, from which they "result". Brown. says: 

Space, ti.me and. matter are what~ in Leibniz's later the·ory, are called 
'well-founded phenomena'. They are 'well-founded' in that, unlike mer.e 
phenomena, they resul~ fro.m substances. A •corporeal substance' is a phe
nomenon produced by monads and· is not ~o be understood simply in terms 
of my perceptions. Sorne of .the properties commonly ascribed to corpo
real substances, such as colo¡: and even sjze, figure and mótion are at least 
partly •imagihary and relative to our perceptions' (DiScourse § 12). But 
corporeal bodies also possess properties, like _resistance t~ change, 
which néed to b~ :understood, accórding to· Leibniz,. in terms of underly-· 
ing substances: 22 

The main thnist·of what Brown claims here, in what 1 consider rather un-. 
clear terms, is that we should UI:tderstand the .. phei:tomenalistic turn" in 
Leibniz in a way· that makes room for "well-founded phenomena" as that 
which is objectively real lnsofar ~s substances underlie it. While a body has 
qualities (sensible) that are merely subjective it also possesses other 
(resistance) that ·should be considered real, from the relation. they bear to 
underlying, substances. The sentence that says~ '4A ;corporeal substance' is' a 
phenomenon ptoduced by monads and ís not to ·be understood simply in 
terms ·of my per"ceptions,t' str~sses th.is point. It also suggests that sorne-

20 lbid., p. 147. 
21 Ibid., p. 141. 
22 Ibid., P~ 149. 
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times Leibniz expresses himself in this manner and speaks of a corporeal 
substance as a "phenornenon''. Presumably, this ·must be the result of a de
gree of laxity in Leibniz's use of expressions such as "corporeal substance". 
Indeed this is part of Brown's interpretation. He believes that since Leibniz 
aüempts to acconunodate common sense somehow, he will, while eliminat
ing "corporeal substances" and "physical causality" from his mature meta
physics, admit- the traditionallinguistic usages in our ordinary description of 
reality. He explains this p·oint as follows: 

But it was only in· strict metaphysical usage that Leibniz carne to think it 
was incorrect to talk of ~aterial substance. He was just as happy to talk 
of bodies as 'substances' in a theoretically uncommitted way as he was to 
talk of bodies causing things to happen· in other bodies.23 

Even if real, "well-founded phenomena" are not corporeal substances; 
and the turn towards them is made at the expense of corporeal substances, 
for Brown. What was previously considered a substance is no longer, in 
Brown's interpretation of Leibniz, in itself substantial. And we must. infer 
that ~ince this being is metaphysically dependent upon substances which 
underlie. it, and since such substances cannot be corporeal (for there are 
none such), they must be immaterial. We end up, in this interpretation, with 
an ontology which only admits immaterial substances. 

1 must concede that there is much in Leibniz's way of expressing his 
·views which lends itself .to the interpretation Brown offers. Nonetheless, 1 
consider it erroneous. M y contention is that a careful study of what he says in 
the Discourse and the correspondence allows us to see that he defends the 
existence of corporeal substances, and, also, that he speaks of both "mere 
phenomena" and "well-founded phenomena," in a way that does not imply 
that either is the metaphysical substitute of what he .consistently calls 
••corporeal substances." 1 believe too that well-founded phenornena require 
corporeal substances as that which underlies them, a point Leibniz emphati
cally and continuously defends. In what follows 1 offer my interpretation of 
Leibniz's thought in the Discourse and the correspondence. I will treat the 
Discourse first, and afterwards 1 will separately examine the Correspon
dence. 

23 lbid., p. 148.. 
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3. Leibniz's view of corporeal st1bstances 

3.1 Discourse on Metaphysics 

The narure of bodies and their metaphysical status is a theme that in the. 
Dtscourse Leibniz takes up once he has explained what it is to be a sub
stance and has offered several consequences (that he calls paradoxes) ~hat 
follow from his conception of a substance as that which affords a complete 
concept. Among these consequences he mentions (without providing in § 9 
of the Discourse a comprehensive account of how .it follows from his defi
nition of substance) indivisibility: "a substance cannot be divided in two, or 
one substance, made out of two. "24 His attention to substances as topic re
sulted from a moral question about responsibility which required that it be 
established which entities are capable of action, i.e., can initiate action and 
may thus be morally responsible. If, Leibniz contends, actions are modalities 
of substances· the question about responsibi¡ity requires that we clarify what 
is a substance and what types of substances there may be. This eventually 
leads to a clarification of the notion of corporeal substance, which is offered 
in opposition to what Leibniz considers the current prevalent conception of 
su eh substances: that of the Cartesians. 

Leibniz's views, by his own account, are the result of a turn towards 
Scholastic philosophy prompted by the reallzation that, metaphysically, the 
Cartesian thesis that bodies or extended entities are substances is not ten-. . 

able. Leibniz treats the Cartesian view as if representative of modern philos-
ophy, and presents his own thought as motivated by his metaphysical cpn
sideration of what is a substance~ The recognition of what constirutes the 

• 

essence of substantiality has made him aware of the .fact that bodies, as con-
ceived in modern philosophy, cannot be considered substances. He writes: 

1 believe that anyone who will meditate about the nature of substance as 1 
have explained it above will find that the entire nature of the body does 
not consist merely in extension, that ls to say, in size, figure, and motion, 
but. that there must. be necessarily recognized in it something related to. 
souls, whic~ is commonly called a substantial form, although thls form 
makes no change in tbe phe'\omena, anymore that;t. does the soul of beasts 
if they have one.25 

Leibniz's point is that the geometrically inspired c;onception· of carpo
real substances of Cartesianis~, whlch equates bodies and corporeal sub-

24 Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, Philosopbícal Papers and LettetS, Translated and Edíted 
by Leroy E. Loemker (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1956), p. 472. 

25 !bid., p. 475 . 
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stances, an4 considers a body to be essentially an entity whose modalities of 
being are only figure, magrútude, and motion, is not consistent with his own, 
presumably correct, conception of substance. Though he repeatedly claims 
that ·physical accounts of phenomena qbtain nothing from the metaphysical 
use of substantial forros, he clearly asserts that the Cartesian conception of 
bodies as substances constitutes an error in metaphysics which should be 
remedied, and can be, by the introduction of the substantial forms of the 
peripatetics. Leibniz will explain that the basic problem is that a supstance 
must have unity and the body or corporeal substance of the Cartesians, be
ing just extended and infinitely divisible, does not have unity. In §'12 of the 
Discourse~ however, Leibniz stresses the phenomenal character of ·badil y 
attributes . . He says: 

It can even be demonstrated that the concepts of size, figure, and motion 
are not so distinct as has been imagined and that. they include something 
imaginary and relative to our perceptioris, as do also (though to a greater 
extent) color, heat, and other similar quantities which one may doubt 
truly are found in the nature of things outside of ourselves. This is why 
qualities of this kind cannot coostitute any su bstances. And if there is no 
o~her point of identity in body than we have just m~ntioned, no body can 
ever subsist longer than a m9ment.26 . 

We can see above an extension of modern philosophy's ~onceptual 
schema whereby a distinction is wrought between ·what belongs to the thing 
itself, the substance, and what appears to us as the thing. Now, while. figure, 
size and motion are primary qualities for the Cartesians, which exist in the 
corporeal sub.~ tan ce itself (color, heat and so-called "sensible qualities, l) on 
the other hand, are not found in such substances outside ourselves), for 
Leibniz the primary qualities of the Cartesians have to be considered sec
ondary (using Lockean terminology) insofar as they are not distinct and are. 
relative to our perceptions, imaginary in the sense of depending on subjec~ 

• 

tivity and not being a faithful rendering of corporeal substances as they are in 
themselves. And if subjective, in the same manner: as Cartesian secondary 
qualitie~, these attributes cannot account for the identity or subsistence iñ 
time of a body as a corporeal substance, for they do not really qualify the 
corporeal substance itself. 

This last point is suggested by Leibniz in the last sentence of the passage 
quoted. The sentence really goes beyond the claim. that identity cannot _be· 
grounded upon qualities that are just phenomenal, for it contains the sugges
tion that the Cartesian conception of a body. as just geometrically extended 
yields a static conceptlon of substance which cannot explain subsistence in 

26 Ibid., ·p. 475. 
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time. Indeed, in the third meditation (Med_ítattons of First Philosopby) 
Descartes teUs us that a body has nothing-in itself linking its successive exis
tence through time, and that its subsistence can orily be explained through 
the hypothesis of continuous creation. This is consistent with the concep-
tion of matter as inert that we fmd in Descartes, which entails the view that 
force is extrinsic to matter and corporeal substances and leads to the occa
sionalistic account of causal interaction between bodies. Two reasons then 
are suggested in the passage above for discarding extensional qualities as the 
essential attributes of corporeal substances. If there are corporeal sub
stances; Leibniz will argue, they must be more than mere extended entities. 
This "more" is obtained by conceiving of corporeal substances as extended 
entities invested with substantial forms; a position which1 Leibniz explains, 
he was forced to reach even when he was initially inclined in favor of the 
view of modero philosophers. He writes: 

1 know that 1 am advancing a great paradox in seeking to restore the old 
philosophy in sorne respects and to restore these almost-banished sub
stantial forms. But- perqaps I shall not be condemned so lightly when it is 
known that 1 have given much thought to the modero philosophy and that 1 
have spent much time in physical experiment and geometric demonstra
dons and was for a long time convinced of the emptiness of these beings 
to which 1 am at last compelled to return in spite of myself and as by 
force.27 

Leibniz's critique against the Cartesian conception of bodies as corporeal 
substances is furthered through another argumellt which occupies him in §§ . 
17 and 18 of the DiscQurse; The argument is based on the claim that the 
Cartesian account of laws of nature is flawed; specifically, the view that "God 
always conserves the same quantity of motion in the world"28 can be shown, 
Leibniz believes, to be erroneous, and by dofng so the metaphysical con
ception. u pon which it is grounded is itself shown defecdve. Ih order to ap
preciate Leibn1z's argument appropriately 1 will first summarize the back
ground against which iris offered. 

Modern philosophers, like Galileo, Descartes and Malebranche, to name 
a few, had elaborated a view of external reality in w:hich ordinary things, or 
the -things of common sense, attained the stature of substances when de
prived of sensible quali_ties. Under the persuasion that not all the attributes of 
things appear with really belong to them, these philosophers considered 
substantial the entity in the externa! world whose only attributes are figure, 
extension, and motion. Guided by a geometric unqerstanding of things as 

27 Ibid, p. 474. 
28 Ibid, p. 482. 
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bodies, and in the q.se of Descartes and Ma.lebranche, by the very explicit 
principie that only those attributes which are "clear and distinct" (rational) 
belong to an externa! entity and qualify it substantially, they conduded that 
sensible qualities belong not in the domain of externa! reality (things ·them
selves) but rather in the domain of consciousness. Por them the externa! 
world was a conglomera te of bodies constantly in motion. 

Thís conception of externa! reality of the moderns entiiled the view that 
all physical change is motion, physical change being either macroscopic 
change in the position of perceptible bodies relative to each other, or 
change in figure and magnitude, which is just change from the motlon of the 
int~rnal parts of a body. lt is this view of change which, according to ·Leibniz, 
is at the basis of the Cartesian theory that states that the quantity of motion in 
.the ll;niverse remains constant throughout causal interaction between bodies. 
But a dear account of what it is that remains constant leads to the discovery 

' 'that .force, conceived in a way that does not admit that it be equated with the 
phenomenal manifestations of motion, is ·what remains constant: ·From this 
realization we should conclude that Cartesian views of bodies as substances, 
fundamentally and essentially qualified by motion, is inadmissible. 

In § 17 of the Discourse Leibniz explains that, for Descartes, in physical 
causal interaction between bodies quantity of motion "coincides exactly with 
the moving force"29 and remains constant. Quantity of motion is uqders~ood 
as the product of velocity times mass. Leibniz offers a case of a free falling 
body as an instance of a change where force, conceived as a function of mass 
times distance, remains constant but quantity of motion (velocity times 
mass) does not. From here he concludes that force is not quantity of motion, 
and that quantity of motion is nota constant in the universe. Now, sin~e this 
rrústake in Cartesian physics is seen as a consequence of Descartes! meta
physical conception of corporeal substances as essentiálly characterized by 
primary extensional attributes, the denial of the Cartesian hypothesis in dy
namics is said to entail the denial of his me~physical views about. co,rporeal 
substances. Leibniz writes in § 18: 

This consideration in which force is distinguished from quantity of mo
tion, is of importance not only in physics and mechanics in fmding the 
true laws of nature and the rules ·of motion, and even in correcting many 
errors in practice which have slipped into the writings of a nu~ber of 
able mathematicians, but also in metaphysics for the better understanding 
of the principies. For considering only what it. means narrowly and for
!Tlally, that is, a change of place, motion is not something .entirely real; 
when a number of bodies change their position with respect to each 
other, it is impossible, merely from a consideration of these changes, to 

29 Ibid., p. 482. 
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determine to which bodies motlon ought to be ascribed, and which should 
be regarded as at rest; as 1 could show ·geometrically if 1 wished to stop 
now to do it. But the force or the immediate· cause of these changes is 
something more real, and there .is a sufficient basis for ascdbing it to one 
body rather than to another. This, therefore, is also the way to learn to 
which body the motion preferably belongs. Now, this force is something 
different from size, figure, and motion, and from this we can conclude that 
not everything which is conceived in a body consists solely in extension 
and its modifications, as our modems have persuaded themselves. Thus 
we are compelled to restare also certain beings or forms which they have 
banished}O 

Motion is not real, and thus not an essential attribute of substance, be
cause it is not that which remains constant in change and because it depends 
upon position 'understood as the spatial relation bodies exhibit to each 
other, which, as Leibniz frequently says, is something entirely relative. Force; 
on the other hand, since it does remain constant, must be considered essen
tial; it is that which remains identical in physical interaction and, as we shall 
see further on, what' belongs to a corporeal substance constantly throughout 
the unfolding of its phenomenal history. Motion is the fundamental attribute 
of bodies in the Cartesian conception, for figure and magnitude change with 
motion. Figure, size, and motion, th·erefore, are not suffident to explain the 
nature of a corporeal substance. 

We must be aware ofthe fact that Descartes and Leibniz share the same 
metaphysical conceptual schema, in the analysis of physical interaction, 
whereby the constancy of a factor in change points to what is substantial. In 
Descartes' example of the wax in the second meditation (Medttations of 
First· PbUosophy) he had stressed that only extendedness remained (is con
stant) in a process where the wax as a corporeal substance did not lose its 
identity while losing its previous sensible qualities. In this manner he w~s· 

proving that the sensible quaHties are not reaJly (substantial) in the body 
while extension is. Analogously, Leibniz proves that in an exchange of 
movement that which is constant points to what is substantial in the entities 
involved. The prindple here in question is that causality is grounded on sub
stantiality so that. causal interaction may be understood on the basis of the 
substantial or essential features of the entities in question. In the domain of 
physical entities the principie which states that the effect obtains whatever 
reaüty the change has brought about from its cause, suggests that the effect 
contains what is lost by the cause and never more. If less than what was 
originally in the c:ause the difference must r.emain in the cause. The outcome 
of these metaphysical conceptions is the view that something remains con-

30 lbid., p. 484. 
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stant in physical causal exchanges, and that is precisely what is substantial in 
the entities involved. That this· was motion followed from Descartes meta
physical presuppossition considering motion an essential feature of carpo
real substance. Leibniz proves that quantity of motion is not. constant and in
fers that motion is not substantial but phenomenal. Force, conceived as a 
functlon of distance time mass, .in falling bodies, remains constant and must 
be considered, then, in accordance with the conceptual schema expJained 
above, what is substantial. 

There is an additional implication for physics of the view that corpor~al 
substances are just extended entities. Leibniz· does not attribute this 
"implication" to Descartes as something he expressly defended, but treats it 
as consistent with his views. Therefore, by· showing it erroneous he contends 
that additional evidence is brought against Cartesian metaphysics. In several 
works Leibniz refers to this "implication" as a thesis to which he. subscribed 
as a consequence of his initial acceptance of the moderns' conception of 
bodies.- In the Discourse he says: 

For if there were nothing in bodies but extended rnass, and nothing in 
motion but change of place, and if everything should and could be deduced 
solely from the definitions of these by geometric necessity, it would fol
low, as 1 have elsewhere shown, that the sma~lest body, in colliding with 
the greatest body at rest, would ímpart to it its own velocity, with()ut 
losing ahy of this velocity itself; and it would be. necessary to accept a 
number of other such rules which would be entirely contrary to the 
formation of a system.31 

As Leibniz will make dear in other works,32 the view that a srnall body 
would be able to transrnit the motion (velocity) it- has, without any loss, toa 
.much l~rger body, is based on the supposition that the geometrical features 
of a body at rest, conceived just in terms of figure and magnitude, indude. 
nothing which would make comprehensible any kind of resistance (inertia) 
on the pa,rt of the body moved. And if this is the case the same mo~on of 

31 Ibid., p. 487. 
32 "Thus in a book written long ago when 1 was young, 1 proceeded on the assumption 

that mauer in itself is indifferent to motion ·and rest and concluded from this that the 
largest body, at rest, must be moved by any impelling body, however smáll, without any 
weakening of the Iatter; from this I then derived the abstract rules of motion for the 
system. And such a world, in which mauer at rest would obey the moving bc;>dy without 
any resistance, could indeed be imagined as possible, but such a world would acrually be 
pure chaos. So the two tests upon which I always depend-success in experiment and the 
prindple of order--:eaused me later to recognize that matter has been so creai:ed by God 
·that there is in it a certain repugnance to motion and, to put it in a word, a resistance, 
insofar as the body in itself withstands being moved and thus opposes aU motion if at 
rest, or all greater motive force applied in the same direction if in motion, so that it 
weakens the force of the impellíng body." lbid., p. 839. 
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the moving body would. be aroused in the body moved without any consid
eration of the masses or the volumes involved. Elsewhere. Leibniz will refer 
to experiences. which show that physical int~raction does not accord with 
this hypothesis, and he. will explain fully what is implied in his last statement 
above: that "it would be necessaty to accept a number of other such rules 
which would be ent;irely contrary to the formation of a system." This state
ment implies, for Leibniz, tbat the. account of causal interaction that sup
poses that there is no resistance in bodies, for its essential attributes do not. 
suggest any, would not allow for an ordered nature. Furthermore, to con
ceive of nature in that manner is not compatible with the view that nature is 
the product of creation by a perfect omniscient (perfectly rational) and om~ 
nipotent God. Now, since empirical evidence is contrary to a hypothesis 
grounded on the Cartesian conception of corporeal substances as extended 
entities, and absurd ~onsequences follow from it, we must conclude, accord
ing to Leibniz, that this conceptlon is false. 

We have seen, up lo now, considerable evidence in the Discourse of 
Leibniz's defense of the existence of corporeal substances, understood not 
as extended entities but as composites of the sort that led Stuart Brown to 
suggest that his is a monistic theory where neither bodies nor souls are sub
stances. In tl).e Discourse the defense of this type of substances is based 
mainly, as the passages we have quoted show, on the claim that the prevalent 
conception of corporeal substances, which makes no úse of substantial 
forms, leads to mistakes in dynamics. It would seem that what Brown 
characterized as a biologically oriented conception of corporeal substances 
as organic unities is motivated by considerations in dynamics prlmarily. It is 
dear too that this conception is offered as one that solves the. problems the 
Cartesian conception gives dse to. Within this context the substantial form 
works as the principie .that explains the active character of a corporeal ~ub
stance and its identity in time; it also enables us to understand the real nature 
of the entities which make up the physical world. Substantial forms are in
troduced in opposition to an exclusively geometrical conception of carpo
real substances, but in order todo physics correctly. We must realize, tben, 
that though their metaphysical significance is fundamental, there is a great 
emphasis in the Discourse on their physical implications, in a way that 
makes Brown's suggestion-that dynamics arid physics prompt a change 
whereby what primarily was a biological conception of corporeal substances 
had to be abandoned-unacceptable. 

The ernphasis that Brown places on the biological significance of the 
Aristotelian schema .has blinded him to the fact that though soul-Hke sub
stantial forms served in Aristotle mainly for explaining life, in Leibniz they 
play a more basic metaphysical role with respect to all types of substances,. 
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the substances of the physical world included. · ~n fact the impression one 
gets, as our examlnation of the Discourse must have suggested, is that the 
principie of life of AristotJ.e becomes, for Leibniz, preerninently a prindple 
of action, whose most important explanatory role relates to physics. We will 
see that this impression must be somewhat modified; yet we can say now, 
unhesitantly, that Brown's interpretation of substantial forms as that which, 
against Descartes, is used by Leibniz to account for the essential unity of 
animals which otherwise would have to be corisidered machines-misses a 
considerable part of what Leibniz is saying. ' 

Once we realize the full extent of making figure, magnitude and motion 
phenomenal attributes of corporeal substances we become aware of a shift 
by Leibniz whereby the substantial in the physical realm is not being aban
doned but what is truly real about the substances in this realm are not their 
spatial features but their dynamical ones. Now this may sound doser to what 
Brown .tells us, but we must; realize that we still have for Leibniz corporeal 
substances, that the essential attribute of such substances is force, from 
which the substance is primarily an agent of force and activity, and has mo
tion as its phenomenal manifestation which, in turn, yields figure and magni
tude. 

We can also say, at this stage, before our examination of the correspon
dence with Arnauld, that there is a problem in Brown's interpretation that 
stems from a degree of inconsistency in what he says when he attempts to 
make clear what is Leibniz's view of corporeal substance. His suggestion that 
what prevails in the Discourse is a monistic conception of substance where 
bodies by themselves are not substances would, if by 'bodies' he means 
'corporeal substances' (as he usual_ly does when he uses that term), entail the 
rejection of corporeal substances already. This would seem hard to condliate 
with the claim he staned out with, that in the Discourse we ha ve a defense of 
corporeal substances, which is only abandoned at the end of the correspon
dence with Arnauld. The problem, 1 believe, is the result of a poor interpre
tation of Leibniz which has not brought about the realization that the terms 
'body' and 'corporeal substances' are not equivalent in Leibniz's meta
physics. The practice of using these terms as interchangeable, which we find 
in Brown,. is appropriate to Cartesian metaphysics, but contrary to Leibniz's. 
The fact is that Brown seems not aware of the importance for Leibniz's po
sitian of being very careful when using these terrns so that in statements 
where the term 'body' appears, if Leibniz's position is being expressed, 
'corporeal substance' should not be understood. Only thus can it become 
clear that Leibniz can at the same time deny substantiality to bodies while af
firming corporeal substances. 
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We have a very important piece of evidence illustrating this carelessness 
in the usage of the terms in question, on the part of Brown, in his assertions 
regarding Leibniz's letter to Arnauld of 1690. His whole thesis suggesting a 
change in Leibniz, whereby corporeal substances are abandoned, is 
grounded on an interpretatlon of the contents of this letter where the term 
'body' is handled as if it meant 'corporeal substance'. The crucial sentence is 
the following: 

A body is an aggregation of substances, and is not a substance properly 
speaking.33 · 

Now, thls statement would not be interpreted as a negation of corporeal 
substances by anyone who takes 'body' here not to mean the same as 
'corporeal substance'. The assertion, on the basis of what we already know 
from the Discourse, is entirely compatible with Leibniz's consistent nega
tion of the substantial character of bodies conceived as just extended enti
ties. A negation that we know does not entail the negation of corporeal sub
stances, otherwise understood. Indeed the sentence that follows the one just 
quoted reaffirms this interpretation of Leibniz. It suggests that "bodies," 
which are not for Leibniz corporeal substances but "well-founded phenom
ena," have true substances underlying them. Leibniz goes on as follows: 

Consequently in all bodies must be found indivisible substances which 
cannot be generated and are not corruptible, having something which cor
responds to souls.34 

If in the sentence above the reference to that which must be found in 
bodies, is understood asan allusíon to underlying substances from which the 
nature of bodies as ccaggregations" becomes metaphysically comprehensible, 
and if such underlying substances are corporeal, we can read this statement 
very differently from Brown. It would rather be the expression of a meta
physics which includes corporeal substances and considers bodies beings 
by aggregation. This is, 1 believe, what Leibniz means. 

The terminological confusion that 1 attribute to Brown explains his claim 
suggesting that Leibniz is willing to be lax in the use of metaphysical terms 
outside strict metaphysical contexts--a laxlty that Brown takes to its utmost 
limits as in the statement where he speaks of a "corporeal substance" being a 
"phenomenon" (ref. 22). It is true that Leibniz is not totally consistent in his 
usage of the words 'body' and 'corporeal substance', but he is trying to ex
press the view that bodies without a principie of action are not substances, 

33 Goufried Wilhelm Leibniz, Dtscourse on Metaphysfcs, Correspondence Wlth 
Arnau/d, Monadotogy (Evanston: Open Court, 1980), p . 244. 

34 lbid., p. 244. 
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and yet that they are substances when .so· endowed. This task, and expressing 
other aspects of the substantiality of corporeal substances versus .the phe
nomenality of bodies, give rise to statements. where the terrns in question are 
dealt with in a way that could lead to c;:rroneous interpretations. But, with 
what I consider the correct interpretation of his views ·we become aware of 
.the fact that Leibniz's usage. of these terms is quite corisistent, and not as lax 
as Brown makes it out to be. 

Leibniz's attempt to darify bis views to ~nauld strengthens the in
terpretation 1 have offered. Their correspondence is, indeed, an excellent 
source of erilightenment to this whole topic, for the question of substantial 
unity of cotporeal substances· becomes, from Arnauld's Ietter of September 
28, 1686 onward, one of the two dominant concems of the correspondents. 
We shall, therefore, now address the correspondence with Amauld in arder 
to further our interpretation. 

3.2 Correspondence with Arnauld 

3.21 POINT OF DEPARTURE- ARNAULD'S LETI'ER OF SEPTEMBER 28, 1686. 
1 would roughly divide the correspondence betwe~n Arnauld and Leibniz 

into two paru,, the last of which begins with Amauld's letter of September 
28. While the flrst part is mostly concerned with problems of freedom and 
nec~ssity which originate from Leibniz's conception of substance, the last 
part deals with two topics that .Arnauld identifies as still obscu.re to him: the 
first, teibniz's "hypothesis of the concomitance and ·of the agreem~nt of 
substances ~mongthemselves",35 and the second, the.following $tatement by 
Leibniz: 

In order that the body or matter should not be a simple phenomenon, like 
a rainbow, nor a being brought together by accident or by an accumula
tion, like. a pile of stones, it must not consist merely in extension, and 
there must n.eeds be something which is called the substantial form and 
which corresponds in sorne sort to wha~ is called the so~J.36 

Leibniz will address both topi~s in the letters that follow in the corre
spondence. Our concem is th~ obscure staternent. What Leibniz adds ·in the 
correspondence, in his attempt to satisfy Amau.ld's request for darity, goes 
well beyond what was stated in the Discourse~· and indeed, d~rifies what he 
means by 'corporeal substance', 'substantial' fomit, and 'body'. It is my view 
that this amplification is, however, completely consistent with what was sug
gested in the Díscourse. In order to emphasize what 1 cohsider ~ost im-

~5 Ibid., p. 143. 
36Jbid .• p. l45. 
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portant and to present the apprqpriaté passages in the letters aftér' th~t of 
September 28, I have divided the exposition that follows under four tittles:· 
Contextua! Signifia¡nce ofthe Obscure Statement; The Draft of the Letter of 
November- 2~December .8, 1686; The .Letter of November 2~December a·, 
1686; and.The Letter of April 30 1687. 

3.2~ CONTEXTUAL SIGNlFICANCE OF TIIE OBSCURE. STATEMENT. 

The statement dted· above -(foótnote 36) appears in Lcibniz's letter to 
Arnauld dated July·14, 1686, where he is mainly concerned with clarifying the 
following propositioii. 

1 

' 

That ihe individual concept .of each-person involves once for all, all that 
will ever happeri to him.37 

In this proposition "a personn is an instance of substance. Leibniz often ex
presses a general. version of it wl)ich is obtained from the proposition 
above, by substituting 'substance' for 'person' .in it. 

Though Arnauld's question about the puzili%1g statement goes quite be
yond asking for the meaning of the statement wi.thin the context of the letter 
it first appears in, and leads in the correspondence in the direction of mak
ing clear the metaphysical status of bodies and corporeal substances, 1 be
li(!ve that it is worthwhile to begin with its contextua} significance. To clarify 
this we must understand the import of the propositíon around· which the 
letter of july 14 centers. What 1 have called its general version states: "That 
the individual concept of each substance involves orice for all, all that will 
eve:r happen to it." This propqsition is practically a definition of what 
Leibniz .. calls a cprn.plete concept. It states what. could also be expressed as 
follows: a complete concept includes all the predicates that ~Y be truthfully 
ascertained of its súbstance. Now,. for L~ibniz, God posse$ses this concept 
befare creation as the idea of a poss.ible individual substance-this idea is 
that substance's individual essence-with which the eXistent or created sub-. 
stance must accor~, :and which .for this reason determines it a priori. Since 
this ~e~ns that created individual substances will exhibit the attributes and 
mod.alities that their individual essences prescribe, one must conclude, ac
cording to Leibniz, that nothing that occurs to a substance is externally 
caused, but rather originates from itself (from ·Íts comple~e concept). And 
Leibniz says: "Thus every individual sub~tance or <;:omplete being is, as it 
were, a world apart, indepen~ent of everythi~g else excepting God. "38 From 
this self-~fficiency, in turn, follows, that corporeal substances, appearances 
to the contrary notwithstanding, do not really influence each other (interact) . 

37 Ibid, p. 120. 
38 Ibid, p. 133. 
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Now, the statement Arnauld finds puzzling is introduced by Leibniz after 
a sentence that says, "It may be surprising perhaps that I deny action of one 
corporeal substance upon another, when this seems so evident, but besides 
the fact that others have already done this, we must also consider that it is 
rather a play of the imagination than a distinct conception. "39 Leibniz is say
ing that interaction is imaginary, and he presents the next statement, the ob
scure one, in arder to strengthen this point by adding that bodies them
selves, without substantial forms, are imaginary. He brings in his view that 
corporeal substances require other essential attributes than extension to 
suggest that it should not be surprising to realize that interaction is imaginary 
once we realize that the subjects of interaction (Cartesian bodies) are them
selves phenomenal. 

We can see by the account above that the statement Arnauld finds ob
scure or puzzling just expresses what, by now, we must consider as the view 
about bodies and corporeal substances of the Discourse. Arnauld finds this 
position, however, hard to accept because he is ,a dualist, a la Descartes. For 
him bodies are substances and so are minds. An hylemorphic conception 
where the two relate in a metaphysical manner that precludes that they be 
considered substances each by itself is contrary to his basic metaphysical 
stance. 

3.23 THE DRAFI' OF TIIE LE'ITER OF NOVEMBER 28-DECEMBER 8, 1686. 

Arnauld's dualism, stands at the basis of severa! questions that he presents 
to Leibniz, in his lener of Septernber 28, in order to spedfy the aspects and 
implications of the puzzling statement which most needs clarification. 1 
paraphrase or reproduce them as follows: If the body is a substance (as 
Arnauld believes), why should it need a substantial form? Is ~ substantlal 
form extended and divisible or not? "Is it the substantial form of a block of 
marble which makes it one?"40 Aie there many substarttial forros, one for 
each body, or just one for extension (forma corporeitatis)? Aie the sub
stantial forros "different in kind when the bodies are different in kind?"4I 
Are the sun and the moon unitary? How so? Why speak of substantial forms· 
if we have no clear ideas of them and they contribute nothing to the expla
nation of the particular phenomena of nature? 

Leibniz addresses these questions in a draft of a letter proper dated 
November 28-December 8 1686. In the draft we find a statem~nt that Brown 
considers evidence of Leibniz's practice of taking established opinions as 
presumptively true. It says: 

39Ibid., p. 135. 
40 lbid., p. 146. 
41 Ibid., p. 147. 
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We· must máint;¡in that the bodies: are sub.stances and not merely true phe
ñomena like the rainbow, ... 42 

. 
The crmust" according- to Brown points to the need of presuming that bodies 
are substances, along with established opinion. I rather interpret this state
ment as Leibniz's characteristic point of depar~re 'when treatiilg this whole 
issue. It expresses tentatively 'the Cartesian positioil that he considers preva
lent and which, it should be realized, must be modified with the introduciion 
of substantial forms in order to become, appropriate. The statement does 

• 
not. express, as Brown ·would ha ve it, the Scholastic presumptively true view 
that Leibniz will defend, but one that he wants to show is untenable. We <;an 
see here again the .basis for Brown's usage of the terms 'bodies' an4 
!corporeal substances' as interchangeable, which leads Brown to consider 
assertions where "bodies" are saic;l to be "substances" as expressive of 
Leibniz's own views, without apparently recognizing that such sentences 
characteristically serve to present a metaphysical view that Leibniz wants to 
attack. He will read, hence, statements that assert that. bodies are not sub
stances, as if expressing leibniz's definitive position a.gainst corporeal sulr 
stances. It is odd that Brown does this while he also wrltes as if aware of the 
fact that Leibniz is rejecting the conception of substances of the Cartesians. 

Consistent with my interpretat_ion, what follows in the draft is what ·we 
have been accustomed to expect from the Discourse: the claim that carpo
real substances cannot be understood in tenns of extension. only:· Leibniz 
writes: 

1 think tllat the. corporeal substance consists neither in extension nor in 
divísibility, for it will be granted tnat two ·bodies distant from each 
otber, (or example, two triangles are not really one substance; suppose 
now that they come Jogether io compose a square, does tbe me~e contact 
make them one· substance? 1 dq not think so.43 

The main thrust of what Is contained in this draft is the view that ex
tended. entities have only un1ty from ••contact" ·and this is not substantial .. 
unicy 'but unity "by aggregation,t' or as· Leibniz says elsewhere "uility by acci-
dent": 

Now, every extended mass may be considered as a composite of two or .of 
a thousand othe~s. and the only extension there is, is that by contact. 
Consequently we. shall never fmd a· body of which we can say that it is· 
really one substance; it will always be· an aggregate, of several: Or rather, 

42 Ipid, p. 154. 
43 . Ibid., p. 154. 
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it will not be a real being, for the beings which result from an aggrega
tion have only as much reality as there is in their ingredients:14 

The passage above is important beyond asserting that bodies are not 
substantial. It mentions a feature of beings by· aggregation that is crucial for 
Leibniz's metaphysics: such beings acquire the reality they possess from 
their components. This being so, if we are to understand bodies as beings 
by aggregation, composed of other such bodies, 'it is not only that we have 
not a substance in such a body, but that it will not be a real being at all. Leib
niz's point is that in arder to fully understand metaphysically a being by ag
gregation we must inquire about the nature of its components, and these 
may be either substances or agaín beings by aggregatlon (bodies, corpus
rules) about whose components the same question must be raised. In such a 
reductive analysis if a substance is not reached, we would have a process ad . 
infinitum, yielding only bodies at each reductive stage. Without an end to the 
process there would be no metaphysical support for the aggregates in ques
tion and one would need to conclude that they are not real. If reality is to be 
predicated of beings by aggregation, Leibniz coritends, substantial ultimate 
components must be reached. 

The draft contains another argument against Arnauld's conception of 
substance, which Leibniz presents as follows: 

The general conception of individual substance which seems to appeal to 
you, M. [Arnauld], evidences the same thing, that extension is an anribute 
which can never constitute a complete being; no action can ever be de
rived from extension, and no change. It merely expresses a present state. 
Never does it express the future or the past as the conception of a sub
stance should.45 

This argument is linked to a point we found expressed in the Discourse: 
that a substance's identity in time cannot be explained through a static geo
metrical conception of substance su eh as Descartes'. It stresses that a sub
stance is a being capable of action, and therefore an entity which coheres in 
time, a complete being not fragmented by succession in time. In the context 

• 

of the correspondence the argument is offered with the definition of an in-
dividual substance as that which affords a complete concept as background. 
The individual essence of an individual substance, we must remember, en
sures that everything that occurs to it unfolds from it own being as deter
mined by its complete concept . .And this, according to Leibniz, entails that 
substances do not influence each other and that what occurs to one origi
nates from its own metaphysical spontaneity. The Cartesians (Amauld) con-

44 Ibid, p. 154. 
45 Ibid .• p. 155. 
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sidered bodies inactive, obtaining all its motion from forces extraneous to it, 
but Leibniz's conception of substance as spontaneous implies that all 
modalities of a substance (motion in the case of a corporeal substance) result. 
from its own principie of action (its substantial form). Bodies as understood 
by Arnauld are said to lack such principies of action, hence such bodies can
not be substances for Leibniz. Identity and subsistence ín time are intrinsic 
features of a substance; a being which lacks these cannot but be sorne type 
of phenomenon, and not a substance proper. Identity, in Leibniz's concep· 
tion, results from the agency in time of a substance which is the outcome of 
its· spontaneity. This spontaneity entails that all that happens to an individual 
substance is intrinsic to ít and projects its being in time as prescribed by its 
complete concept. The complete concept is the essence, but also the indi
vidual substance's substantial form and principie of action. 

The argument, then, restates Leibniz's views against Cartesianism. Its em
phasis, however, is different from those which stress unity, for agency in it, 
as a feature of substantiality, is uppermost, and norunity. 

3.24 THE LETIER OF NOVEMBER 28-DECEMBER 8, 1686. 
In the letter of November 28-December 8 Leibniz addresses Arnauld's 

questions specifically. He starts out (with regard to the first question, supra 
3.23) by opposing Arnauld's Cartesian claim that bodies are substances, as 
are souls, and that the two are distinct, by arguing, in the same fashion we 
have seen befare, against the substantial character of bodies. Leibniz also 
refers to a declaration of the "last Lateran Council" stating "that the soul is 
veritably the substancial form of our body,"46 as if consistent with his view 
and contrary to Arnauld's. This point suggests an opposition between the 
latter's dualism and Leibniz's view, which could lead us to consider his posi
tion monistic. 

Leibniz answers Arnauld's second question by saying that substantial 
forms and substances are indivisible and indestructible (can come into being 
"only by· an act of creation, "47 and stop being from an act of annihilation). An 
animal is a substance, and íts death is transformation not annihilation, for the 
unitary substance subsists after death though its physical appearance changes 
drastically. 

The question about the substantial unity of a block of marble prompts as 
answer the clarification of what are beings by aggregation, along the same 
lines followed in the draft of the letter. Extended entities, like the block of 
marble1 we are told, have accidental unity (from contact). Substantial unity is 
far more than unity by aggregation, as the following passage explains: 

46 Ibid., p. 159. 
47 Ibid., p. 160. 
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Substantial unity calls for a thoroughly indivisible being, n~turally inde
structible since its concept involves all that must happen to it. This char
acteristic cannot .be found either in forms (shapes) or in motions, both of 
which involve something imaginary as I could demonstrate. It can be 
found, however, in a soul or a subs~antial form, such as is the one called 
the me .... Now, the me above mentioned or whatever c:Orresponds to. -it, in 
each individual substance can neither be made nor destroyed by the 
bringing together or separation ·of the parts. Such juxtaposi!ions are 
wholly apart from· the constitution of a substañce.4B 

This passage makes· it dear thai Leibniz speaks. as if substantial forms 
were indivisible beings, ,hence substances. We have seen that he ~lso fre
quently suggests that bodies invested with substantial forms are individual 
substances, also indestructible. The "me" which he frequently also. calls the 
"soul." but more predsely a "spirit," wjlen he is interested in distinguishing 
the substantial forrn of-man from tbat of animals (sóuls) or that of corporeal 
substances (substantial fo~ms), is said, in the next to the la~t sentence .above 
not to be affected "by the 'bringing together or separation of the parts." I 
understand that Leibniz suggests here that the individual substance which 
obtains ~~ unity f~om a substantial form rnodifying a body maintains its unity 
even when the bodily parts of the individual substance are still divisible. In a 
way that is very hard to understand for Amauld, an individual substance has a 
body but also unity from its substantial forrn,. of a sort that is not affected by 
tlje divisibility of ·its body. Leibniz seem to believe that what <;annqt be at
tamed in the case of a merely extended entity, unity and divisibility together, 
.is attainable in the case of that spedaJ being which is a body invested with a 
substan~al forrn. lt would s(;!em that the individual living substance, inde
structible and yet transforming itself continuously from the cha.nge of its 
bodily parts, is an instance of this type of substantiality. If so a living ·sub
stance anda corporeal substance would be the same type of entity, resulting 
from having a body endowed with a substantial form. Only that the form in 
the animai is a soul, with perceptive c~pabilities that other substantial forms 
lack. 

ArnauÍd's question about 'Jonna corporeita(is" is answered by Leibniz as 
follows: "I assigri substantial forms to all corpc;>real substances that are more 
than mechanically united. "49 This answer suggests that forros are not ~pecific 
essences but individual essences. It also underlines that corpor~al entities 
which poses a form have more than unity by contact. It is consistent with 

4~ !bid., p. 161. 
49 Ibid., p. 162. This starement illusttates the difficu1ly the usage of the terms 'bodies' 

and 'corporeal substances' involves for Leibniz. Neither is completely appropriate in it. 
There are ,no ·•corporeal substances' that are less rJlan mechanically united, añd no 
'bodies' lhat stricdy .speaking are more than mechanically unired. 
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the emphas_is through9lit t~e corrc;spondence upon the meaning of a com..
plete concept as a· substan<;e's individual essence, and, as that which i_s i~ 
spurce of action, identity in time, aild unity. The individual essence is the, 
substantial form of an individual substance. And it is clearly, as its principie: 
of spontaneity or actlon, what Leibniz has caBed "force" in the case of cor
poreal substances. 

3.25 LEIBNIZ'S·LE'nER OF APIÜL 30, 1687. 
The letter· of April 1687 answers that of Amauld dated March 4, 1687. It 

first addresses the issue of substantial unity with an argument, based on 
Leibruz's conception. of ,the reality of beings by aggregation, offered against 
an objectlon that Arhauld presented in hls letter. Arnauld suggested that 
_Leibniz's definition of substance as unitary is not shared by other philoso
phers and is rather idiosyncratic. A substané:e, he argued, coula rather be 
defmed as "that which is not a modality or manner of being. "5° This defini
tion enables Arnauld to say that bodies ha ve no unity, are beings by aggrega
tion, and yet are substances, for it does not make unity a necessary fea tute of 
substance. 

Leibniz argues against this position ·of:Arnauld by presenting his views 
about the reality of a being by aggregation, in terms such as we saw above 
(3'.23). After ·statlng that what w~ have here Js no mere dispute about words 
as if definitlop.s we(~ conventional, he suggests that ·the claim that a substance 
has \lOity must be recognized as a necessary metaphysical conceptfon. 
Whether one wants it or not, according to Leibniz, substances, conceived as 
unitary, are needed in order to explain what is real. 'lt will not do, as Amaulc;i 
pretends, to ·posit the existence of bodies as substantlal' without unity. The 
problem 'is that there-cannót be a real being from the aggregation of com-. 
ponents which are not substantlal, and substantlal components must be· uni-
tary, themselves no longer reducible, if the process of analysis is to stop. The 
concept of a being by aggregation is not self-sufficient and requires the 
metaphysical concept· of substances understood as unitary beings. Leibniz 
says: 

1 take still hig~er ground and, leaving the question of terrninology; I be
lieve that where there are only beings -by aggregation, there are not even 
real beings; because évery be.ing by aggregation pre-supposes beings en
dowed with true unity, because it obtains it.S reality only from the reality 
of the elements of wbich it is composed, ~ that it will ·have no reality at 
all if every being of which it is. composed is again a being by aggrega-
• 51 . tlon¡ ... 

so lbid, p. 175. 
Sl Ibid, p. 189. 
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One way or another, either as the unitary whole that is a substanc~, oras 
the ultimate, no .longer divisible component .of a. real entity by aggregation, 
which again, must be a unitary whole, reality cannot be understood without 
substantial unities, according to Leibniz. And the source of unity is the sub
stantial form .. 

-lt is important to be very. aware of the, fact that Leibniz's position dis
clainiing that bodies are corporeál substances is at .the same time a darifica
tion of the na~re of corporeal substances anda clarification of lhe nature of 
bodies. Bodies, for Leibniz, are ·real, as aggregatioris of substances, which 
lack the óverall connection of a substantial form. A body· is a whole, but not. 
a substantial :whole, and' yet it$ reality requires substances as underlying enti
ties. A body'as a whole is a unity by contact, a mechanical unity,_ which results 
from ·our mental capacity f9r lhinking together as a whole the substances' 
which underlie it. This is the phenomenal character of a being by aggrega
tion, which ponetheless 'is not .a mere phenomenon as something lacking all 
objective basis. Rather, metaphysically, Leibniz explalns, it is real as ·a mode
of a substance is real. The clearest type of such entities for ·Leibniz are. 
piuraljties; numbers he frequently says are modes, and space and time are 
real in this ·same fashion. What is .substantially real is individual; pluralities, 

-
ordered aggregates, functional ·wholes, and .other su<;h entities are modes. 
modes, however, of individual substances. As Leibniz says: 

Being is verr different fro_m beings, but the plural presupposes the 
singular; and there where there is no being, are there still less severa) 
beings. What. can be dearer? 1 thought therefore .that 1 ~hould be permit
ted to distinguish beings by aggregatlon from substances, since 'these be
ings have their unity only in our mindS, and our minds repose upon the 
relations ,or the modes of real S\lbstances.S2 

The unity of macl)ines, l,ike docks, and the unity of sodal entitles, like com
mercial associations (corporations), constitute wholes that depend ·u pon the 

. . 

mind, for Leibniz, which he is willing to recognize exhibit a closer bind than 
Iion-functional wholes by aggregation, such as piles of stones. Nonetheless, it 
should be .clear that the4's is nota substantial unity, but a unity as ·modali~ of 
the· underlying substailces. The mental unity of su eh entities ~eibniz suggest5· 
is brought. about by the linguistic function of a name as the instrument of 
denomination· of a plurality. Unitie~ thus constituted are what Leibniz calls 
,¡compendia loquendi," nominal beings. He writes about these as follows: 

We may say of .these compounds and of similar· things what Democritus 
said very well of them. namely esse optntone; lege, vÓP.ql· Plato had the 
.same opinion with regard to all that is purely material. Our mind sees or 

52 lbid, p. 191. 
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conceives of certain true substances which have c~rtai~ modes . These 
· modes involve. relations with other súbstances whenever the mind finds . . " . . 

occasion to join them in thought and to make. one name stand for the 
whole assembly of these things, which nafne shall serve as a means of 
reasoning; but we must not make the mistake of thinking that they are 
substances or veritably real beings.53 · 

4.. Conclt1slons 

From our study of the corresppndence ~ith Arnauld, 1 believe we have 
presented .a clear characterization of Leibniz's Gbnceptjon of corporeal Sl}b~~ 
stances and of bodies which enables ·.us to assert that -the· two are not the 
same and that in the Discourse and the correspondence we have a consis
tent unvarying account which posits the existence of both types of realities. 
A l?ody, Uke .e.:very real being· by aggregation,, is a well-founded phe:-. 
nomenon. Mere phenomena, however, are str.ictly subjective contents and 
have no reality. Substances are what is truly and basically real in Lejbniz and 
we have found many passages suggesting the existence of a physical realm 
~de up of individualc'orporeal substances. These are·unitary composites of 
matter and form, whose, substantial unity results from its Form performing 
the (Ole of principie of -uhity. It is also its principie of action; and of identity 
in time. Spatiality, parado~cal as lt may sound, ·is not, for Leibniz, an .essent!al . . 
attribute of cotporeal' substances. 

Leibni~'s Characterization of bodies, we saw, pC)inte9 to an inescapable 
need óf substances, as their source of modal reality·. Such underlying sub
stances, in an interpre'tation like Brownts, cotild not ·be but immaterial. But if 
we realize that Leibniz· is far from abandoning··corporeal substances we ha ve 
no need of -r~jecting something for which there is ample evidence in the 
works we have studied: the conclusion that the substances that underlie mat:-· 
ter and body are c·orporeal. Inde~d if we now e~ainine the· ·passage ·of the 
letter of March 23, 1690, which served Brown for· h_is. interpretation in favor 
ofthe view th_at corporeal substances. had been by then abandoned, we find 
that, once Leibniz's terminology and basic conceptions are understood, it 
shows' rather that bodies are .aggregates of corporeal substances and. under
lines the difference between the two types of entities. The passage runs as 
follows: 

A b~y is an aggregation of substances, and is ·not a subStance próperly 
speaking. Consequently, in all bodies must' be found, ·indivisible sub-

53 lbid, p. 196. 
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stances. which cannot be génerated and are not corruptible, having· some
lhiog which corresponds to souls.54 

.Leibniz do~s not say that the iildivisibie substances are souls, but sub
stances that have "something which corresponds to souls." These are com
posite beings that have substantial forros, "which correspond to souls" or 
play a role "analogous to that of souls" in animated. substances. Substantial 
form is ·the generic name for what Leibniz c~Hls "spirit" in relation to the 
composite nian is, and ~lis "soul" in relation to the substance an animal is, 
and calls "force" in relation to a corporeal substance. "Corporeal substance" 
i~elf .is treated by Leibniz as a generic term which indudes under it carpo
real substances in a restricted sense and also animals and men. 

Leibniz's .conception of corporeal subsiances, as composites of Forros 
and matter is clearly conceived in the manner of the Aristotelian tradition. 
But it is not the composite of ·matter and form which serves Arista ti e to ac~ 
courit for the substantial character of inert bodies._ Rather, as Brown saw, this 

- . 
is the organic composite which resul~ from that special substantüll form 
that is p. soul for Aristotle, which acts as what he called in De Anima ''the first 
gx:ade 9f áctuality ofa natural body having life potentially in it,"55 Le. that 
which imparts life to. it. Leibniz, however, has universaHzed the role of the 
soul in the Aristotelian schema that explains life in arder to explain substan
tiality, conceived in terms of a metaphysically self-propelled dynainíc unity, a 
substance very clase to life itself. Leibnizian substances, therefore; are at the 
same time organic unities ánd material substances, for their principie of ac
tiort is fundamentally of the same nature, even when the phenomenal rnani
festations of different species of substances are different. We might say that 
'bis metaphysics is a panpsychism where eve.rything is ariimated, and W.e 
would be Jed in this direction by the preeminepce Leibniz ·gives to the soul 
as the paradigmatic type of substantiaJ form. But 1 believe that we could also 
speak of panphysicalism, if the latter term is divorced from connotations 
linking it to an_ inert material!sm, a physics of the Cartesian sort But perhaps 
what is most evident is that "panpsychism" or "panphysicalism" will not re
ally do (if the terms are conceived in the. traditional manner), for Leibniz is 
simply providing a honi.ogeneous and all-~ncompassing conception. of sub
stances in the created world, ·as the unities that blend ~tter and substantial 
form. S~bstantia1 forms are generically the same but spedfically different as 
principies of .spontaneity which may be considered a principie of life, or of 
thinking, or of action. In any case it is clear that corpqreal substances are also 

54 Ibid., p. 244. 

55 Aristotle, ibe Basíc Works of Arlslotle, edíted aod with and inrroduclioo by 
Richard McKeon (New York: Random House, 1941), p. 555. 
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animated substances for Leibniz, as we can see from a passage in Leibniz let
ter of October 6, 1687 that accounts for the .. relation between matter and its 
underlying substances~ 

1 am far from saying that animated _bodies constitute only a small propor
tion of the bodies in the world; for, 1 think rather· that eyerything is full 
of animated· bodies, and in my opinion there are incomparably more souls 
than M. <;:ordemoy has .atoms. His atoms are finite in number, while 1 hold 
that the number. of souls, or at least of forms, is wholly irifinite, and that 
matter being divisible without end. no portian can be óbtained so small 
that there are .not in it ~nimated bodies, or at least su.~h as are el)dowed 
with· a primitive entelechy, and (if you would permit me to use the word. 
life so generally), with the vttal prtnctple, that is. to say, with corporeal 
substances, of all ofwhich it may be said in ~eneral ~t they are alive.56 

Animated bodies are corporeal substances~ Each of them has a substan-
tiaJ form. Matter is an aggregate óf many such subst~nces. Matter is not an 
anirnated substance. but since it is ·infinitely divisib~e, and ev~ry piec~ of mat-· 
·ter is an aggregate of corporeo-animated substances, matter h.as' an inf~te 
ntimber of aqirnated ~bstances 'in it. But matter too is that which serves as 
complement to form in the cónstitution of the composite that is a cor
poreo-animateQ substance. Such a corrtposite is nevertheless unitary for 
Leibniz, its unity results fr9m the metaphysical function that its substantial 
form plays~ The composite has a body according to Leibniz and yet .has 
unity, from which the divisibility of its body and the cb,ange in its parts ~n no 
way affects its unity: 

1t is true that the whole, whid:l has a real unity, m ay continue as the same 
individual in the strictest sense even when it lose$ .or gains parts as óur 
experience show us.57 

·: · .. Irt the Discourse ·most references to corpóreal substance had to do with 
.. - .. , ' 
· • ·· phy5ic:;a:r questions, and were part of an effort aimed at clarifying true meta-.. 

• 

. . 
.physics through arguments that concurrently showed the correct hypothe-

: :ses in dynainics. In the correspondence, pressed by Arnauld,s questions, 
Leibniz gives more attention to the metaphysical sigriificance of corporeal
ity, and. provides what. 1 consider a very detailed account of what Is a carpo
real substance and· what is metaphysically chatacteristic of bodies. A decisive . 
argument for Leibniz, we ha ve ·seen, shows that reality requires that there pe 
s\.lbstances in á physical iealm which includes beings by aggregation. And we 
have also seen Jbat such substances are corporeal substances, from which 
the frequent Leibrúzian suggestion, that there is life everywhere, acquires a 

56 Goufried Wilhelm .Leibniz, Dlscoune on Metqphystcs, ... (ref. 33), p. 221. 
57Ibid, p. 233. 
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clear meani11g asan allusion to the composite animated corporeal' substances 
that underlie matter. 

Materialism, understood in the tradition of modero science and philoso
phy, with its twofold physical and metaphysical roles will not dó· for Leibniz. 
Physiq.l atomism is not coher~nt, for there. is no reason for positing indivis~ , 

ible extended eiltities. Metaphysieally, materíaÍism is· iricomplete for there 
canhot be beings by aggregation ·without substantial componen~. If a radical 
phenomenalism a la Berkeley is not the answer sorne solution must be ob
tained for the problem of unity of what is infinitely divisible . . Prom begin
ning to end in the works we have studied and oeyond, 1 believe, substantial 
forms are offered as the solution to the problem, as the dynamic principies 
·of unity of bodies, which constitute life-like substances, in which multiplicity 
manifests itself within the wholeness that their form warrants. 

As ~onduding remarks let us say that, though I believe that Leibniz de-· 
fends the existente of corporeal substance in the terms that I have ~xplaine<i 
above, and does so well beyond the Discourse and the correspondence, it is 
clear to me that there are very serious questions that still must be posed to 
Leibrúz's philosophy akin to the issue of substantiality. These are questions· 
whos~· treatment wc;mld bring us back to the tapies we ha ve discussed in this 
paper. We need to understand whether his positiori can be considered 
monistic, ot whether, as his conception of preestablished harmopy suggests, 
his views, at least with regard to a certain leve! of reality, must be called dual
istic. On the one hand, a consistent conception of substances as composites 
of ma~er and form would seem monistic; on the other hand, Leibniz seems 

' . 

to want to make room for a pure simple, non-composite- substance (the 
substantial form by itself), which against the composite one would give us a 
dualistic metaphysical picture. On the one hand, there is a body~ which is 
treated as a substance in ·the ·context of preestablished harmony, and op
posed toa soill, which analbgously is said to be another substance, and both 
are said to express i,n a _concomita.nt manner the per.fect being which created 
them. On the other hand, there is ilie body which is just an aggregate of sub-
stances and as matter is complementary to a form in a composite substance. 
Are body and soul both substances, or are they the complementary meta
physical principies of one composite being, .the latter only being the sub:
stance? Can Leibniz have it both ways? These are very difficult problems 
with which Leibniz is clearly grappling in bis mature!works; 1 mention them, 
but they go way beyond the scope of this paper. 
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